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THE IMPACT ON
THE SILVER MARKET
OF THE AUTO SECTOR
ELECTRIFICATION
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SUPPLY CHAIN AND COMMODITY RESEARCH
AND FORECASTS, THOMSON REUTERS

Solar cells will be an
integral component of
some all-electric cars in
future in order to circumvent
any difficulty with groundbased power delivery
networks. Indeed, in some
places, this technology is
already being employed.
The Toyota Prius was
the first model (2016) to
employ a solar panel roof,

to prevent overheating while parked –
when a certain temperature is reached, a
power supply is triggered to a fan. Since
then, a small number of vehicles have
been announced that use solar panels to
deliver power into a battery, enhancing
driving ranges but not supplying 100% of
requirements. One such is on the horizon
for next year but in extremely
AGO, limited numbers. Future energy
PHOTOGRAPHY independent vehicles will have
ACCOUNTED FOR various energy generating sources
continuous power, quite possibly
ROUGHLY 49% OF for
including any rotating part that
WORLD SILVER
generates friction and heat. Solar
OFFTAKE – NOW panels in the side bodywork as well
as the roof are an additional option
IT IS JUST 4%,
DROPPING FROM under investigation.

OVER 4,500
TONNES TO
1,325 TONNES.
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This is only a small part of the story,
however, and the longer-term view is much
brighter as technological changes drive
different flows through the market. For
example, silver demand was for many years
dominated by the silver halide photographic
sector before the onset of digital technology
sent photographic demand for silver into a
tailspin. In 1983, 35 years ago, photography
accounted for roughly 49% of world silver
offtake – now it is just 4%, dropping from
over 4,500 tonnes to 1,325 tonnes.

But new technological developments favour
silver, with the electrification of the vehicle
fleet prompting a considerable boost for silver
demand. The electrical and electronics sector
is already benefiting from early changes and
there is fresh upside for the use of solar
technology in autos – the sector currently
absorbs over 3,000 tonnes per annum of
silver from a standing start
35 YEARS
less than ten years ago.
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On the surface, the
outlook for global silver
demand to 2020 is
pedestrian, with the total
varying very little year to
year. Jewellery continues
its sluggish recovery from
the 2016 fall, coins and
bars are under pressure,
and photovoltaic (solar
cell) is easing after
overproduction but ahead
of renewed demand.
Ethylene oxide is on a
strong upward march, but
from a very low base.
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CURRENT AUTOMOTIVE USAGE
AND THE CHANGES ON THE HORIZON
The auto sector currently accounts for approximately 1,610 tonnes
of silver demand, equivalent to 10% of industrial offtake or 5% of
total offtake (excluding ETPs), but this is set for dramatic expansion.
Growth should be solid in the internal combustion engine (ICE) sector,
but all-electric vehicles and particularly hybrid vehicles are poised to
deliver substantial increases in offtake, and are expected to account
for half of silver’s automotive use by 2040.

Silver usage in the global ICE fleet is expected to grow from 1,491
tonnes this year to almost 1,800 tonnes in 2025 and towards 2,350
tonnes by 2040. This is predicated on auto production rising from 90
million vehicles this year to 95 million in 2025 and holding broadly
steady thereafter but with per vehicle silver use continuing to rise.
While ICE vehicles stabilise, electrified and electric vehicles are
likely to deliver stellar growth. There is a fine point of definition here:
‘electrified vehicles’ are typically hybrid and referred to as Battery
Electric Vehicles (BEVs) or Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs), while
all-battery cars are referred to as Electric Vehicles (EVs). The global
2018 market share of HEVs and EVs is estimated at 6% and 2%
respectively. By 2025, they will approach 14% and 6%, and the 2040
shares are projected at 27% and 22% respectively.
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Silver has the highest electrical conductivity of any metal and this
SILVER
IN SOLAR CELLS
is
key toUSAGE
its widespread
use in(TONNES)
the sector. The majority of electrical
connections
in a modern automobile use silver-coated contacts; for
3,500
example, silver membrane switches are used to start the engine,
3,000 electrically-powered seats, open/close electric windows, and
The emphasis on these two dates is because they are among the
move
keystones of government targets in a number of nations for the
silver
2,500 is also endemic to heated seats, window demisting touch
elimination of ICE. They do look somewhat optimistic,
technology and luminescent displays. In higher2,000
THE AUTO SECTOR although the ground-breaking work at Volvo, targeting
end
models, it also appears in areas such as
2019 as the year in which all the vehicles rolling off its
autonomous
emergency braking. Meanwhile, while
CURRENTLY
1,500
production line will be partially or completely battery
thrifting has generally been successful, the need
ACCOUNTS FOR
1,000
powered, is a sign of things to come. Potentially more
for reliability at high temperatures and in corrosive
APPROXIMATELY
significant are VW’s far-reaching plans which will involve
500
environments
has rendered substitution with nickel1,610 TONNES OF much greater volumes, although over a longer time
coated or copper-coated components unsuccessful.
0
horizon for implementation.
SILVER DEMAND.

PROJECTED SILVER USE IN THE AUTO SECTOR (TONNES)
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1,800

TONNES IN 2025
AND TOWARDS

2,350

TONNES BY 2040
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equity markets; as well, as acting as the group
precious metals analyst at Shearson Lehman.
She is now the Head of Metals Research and Forecasting for the
GFMS division of Thomson Reuters, responsible for a team of
over 15 analysts.
She holds an honours degree in Law from the University of
Cambridge.

All brands are investing heavily in electric
IF THE TRAJECTORY The implications for silver from the development of this
powertrains, with the primary focus on Asia.
stem from its importance in complex electronics and
FOR 2040 PROVES technology
In the western hemisphere, progress will
a host of safety features, as distinct from the solar cell aspect.
ACCURATE, THEN
be slower and focused on pick-up trucks
Combined usage in 2018 in HEVs and EVs is estimated at 123
THE COMBINED HEVS tonnes, and is forecast to double by 2020 and to reach 450
and SUVs as this is where the demand
(and margin) lies. In a KPMG report of early
AND EVS SECTOR OF tonnes in 2025. If the trajectory for 2040 proves accurate, then
2018, 72% of senior executives surveyed in
THE AUTO INDUSTRY this sector of the auto industry could account for almost 2,200
the United States said that they would invest
tonnes of silver in that year.
COULD ACCOUNT
in Full Hybrids and Plug-In Hybrid EVs, 69%
FOR ALMOST 2,200 Automotive silver usage is thus expected to grow by an annual
in pure EVs, and 67% in both battery electric
TONNES OF SILVER. average of almost 4.8% per annum. By 2040, the industry could
vehicles with a range extender fitted and in
be absorbing over 4,500 tonnes of silver annually, up by almost
Fuel Cells. The dates in the table below are
3,000 tonnes against today’s levels, a gain equivalent to just under
aspirational rather than cast in stone and carry
10% of current global demand.
GFMS opinion in the right-hand column.

Country

Plan

New EVs only

Comments

China

Banning new ICE sales

Norway

Becoming 100% electric

2025

Very likely. Leader in field. Made great progress

Netherlands

Banning new ICE sales

2030

Very likely. Leader in field. Made great progress

India

Becoming 100% electric

2030

Proposed. Very ambitious

Israel

Banning new ICE sales

2030

Energy minister proposed ban. Looks likely

Germany

Banning new ICE sales

France

Banning new ICE sales

2040

Proposed

UK

Banning new ICE sales

2040

Very likely. Commitment present

Scotland

Banning new ICE sales

2040

Very likely. Commitment present

California (U.S. state)

Banning new ICE sales

2040

Bill proposed

Actively considering and studying a ban

Hotly debated topic kicked off with diesel bans in some cities
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